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Abstract

Domestic political processes shape climate policy. In particular, there is increasing

concern regarding the role of political lobbying over climate policy. This paper ex-

amines how lobbying spending on the Waxman-Markey bill, the most prominent and

promising U.S. climate regulation to date, altered its likelihood of being implemented.

We combine data from comprehensive U.S. lobbying records together with an empiri-

cal method for forecasting the policy’s effect on the value of publicly-listed firms. Our

statistical analysis suggests that lobbying by firms expecting losses from the policy

was more effective than lobbying by firms expecting gains. Interpreting this finding

through a game-theoretic model, we calculate that lobbying lowered the probability of

enacting the Waxman-Markey bill by 13 percentage points, representing an expected

social cost of $60 billion (in 2018 dollars). Our findings also reveal how future climate

policy proposals can be designed to be more robust to political opposition.
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Despite overwhelming evidence that the social benefits of regulating greenhouse gas emis-

sions exceed its costs,1–5 only a handful of domestic climate change regulations have been

implemented around the world to date. This reality is often attributed to the free-riding

nature of climate policy:6,7 any jurisdiction faces weak incentives to reduce emissions when

it can benefit from the reductions of others.

This paper quantifies another barrier to the adoption of domestic climate policy: the

influence of political lobbying. The passage of climate policy, like any policy, emerges from

a political process. In democratic systems, this process may be influenced by lobbying,

the interaction between elected officials and organized interests.8–14 When such interests

can lobby differentially in favor or in opposition to a proposed policy, lobbying could alter

the likelihood that the policy becomes enacted. Recent studies emphasize the importance

of examining the lobbying efforts of both winners and losers of climate policy,15,16 while

also noting the difficulty with knowing the identities of winners and losers and their policy

positions.16–18

For the 2009-2010 Waxman-Markey bill, the most prominent U.S. climate regulation

proposed to date and the subject of this analysis, the popular media widely postulated at the

time that oppositional political interests played a key role in the bill’s eventual demise.19–22 If

valid, this claim would place a spotlight on lobbying as an explanation for why so few climate

change regulations are enacted. It would also provide a clear instance in which lobbying had

welfare consequences by reducing the likelihood of enacting a socially beneficial policy.

To date, three obstacles have hampered attempts to quantify whether lobbying alters

the likelihood of enacting climate policy. First, in most settings, data on political lobbying

is not available. The minimal requirements of knowing which entity is lobbying on which

policy and how much is spent, are often not recorded. Second, even when lobbying data are

available, such data alone do not reveal whether an agent engaged in lobbying would gain or

lose from a proposed policy, or the expected magnitude of gains or losses. Finally, even when

both lobbying effort and the consequences of the policy are observed, it is unclear how such

information can be used to calculate the change in the policy’s probability of being enacted

from lobbying.

We overcome these three challenges by leveraging the unique data setting surrounding the

U.S. Waxman-Markey bill. An economy-wide, national U.S. climate policy, the Waxman-

Markey bill passed the U.S. House of Representatives in the summer of 2009 but failed to

pass the Senate by the end of 2010 when that Congressional term expired (see Supplementary

Notes for further background). It was, and remains, the only U.S. climate regulation that

has passed either houses of Congress, and thus the closest to becoming law. The centerpiece

of the Waxman-Markey bill was a cap-and-trade scheme, a market-based approach to climate
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regulation that creates a fixed number of tradable emission permits. Cap-and-trade is cur-

rently employed in regulating 20% of global greenhouse gas emissions, which could double if

the Paris Agreement commitments are implemented23 (see Supplementary Notes for further

background). While the Waxman-Markey bill ultimately failed, a constellation of various

independently-collected data sources gathered during this period contains information that,

when woven together, potentially allows one to quantify how lobbying altered the probability

of enacting the policy.

To overcome the first challenge, we employ comprehensive U.S. Congressional lobbying

records documenting lobbying activity between Waxman-Markey’s passage in the House of

Representatives in mid 2009 and the end of 2010. This data allows us to identify which firms

lobbied on Waxman-Markey and its Senate counterpart and how much was spent lobbying.

The Waxman-Markey bill dominated the lobbying industry. It was associated with roughly

14% of all recorded lobbying expenditures at the time, referred to by the media as “the

sum of all lobbies.”19 The period around the Waxman-Markey bill also witnessed the most

climate-related lobbying spending between 2000 to 2016.18

To address the second challenge, we employ a prediction market even study, an empirical

technique that uses market-based information to reveal the expected consequences of the

Waxman-Markey bill.24 Participants in a prediction market trade contracts that yield payoffs

when a particular event is realized on a specified date. Under standard assumptions about

trading behavior, the price of a prediction market contract reflects the real-time market belief,

or probability, that the event would be realized.25 During 2009-2010, a prediction market was

tied to the Waxman-Markey bill. Our prediction market event study combines prices from

this prediction market with firm-level stock prices to estimate how the values (or discounted

profits) of publicly-listed firms would change had the Waxman-Markey bill been implemented

(see statistical analysis section of Methods).5 Thus, despite the fact that Waxman-Markey

was never implemented, our approach uses market prices to infer among publicly-listed firms

that lobbied on Waxman-Markey which ones were expected to gain or lose value from the

policy, and by how much. Crucially, our approach is data driven: at no point do we impose

which firms would gain or lose under Waxman-Markey. This is in contrast to the prevailing

practice in the literature of basing the identities of winners and losers either on firms’ self-

disclosed, and thus potentially unreliable, information or on observed firm characteristics

assumed by the researcher to be correlated with policy consequences.15,26

We show there is a statistically significant relationship between the amount a firm spends

lobbying on Waxman-Markey and how much the policy is expected to alter its stock value.

Furthermore, this relationship differs between firms expected to gain value from the policy

and those expected to lose value. To map these relationships onto the policy’s enactment
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probability, our third challenge, we introduce a game-theoretic modeling framework which

combines canonical economic models of rent seeking and firm behavior under a cap-and-trade

policy. Two findings emerge when our statistical results are interpreted through the lens of

this framework. First, we find that firms that are expected to lose are more effective at

lobbying to lower the policy’s chances than firms that are expected to gain are at lobbying

to raise the policy’s chances. Second, regardless of whether a firm gains or loses, there are

diminishing returns to lobbying.

These findings have two important implications. First, the greater effectiveness of op-

positional lobbying implies that the sum of all lobbying activity decreased the enactment

likelihood of the Waxman-Markey bill by 13 percentage points, representing an expected

social cost of $60 billion (in 2018 dollars). Second, our findings offer lessons for how future

proposed climate policies can be designed to reduce political opposition. In particular, we

demonstrate through a series of counterfactual exercises how more sophisticated targeting

of which firms get free permits under a cap-and-trade program can increase the probability

of policy enactment.

Results

Statistical analysis

We begin by exploring the statistical relationship between a firm’s lobbying spending on

the Waxman-Markey bill and its change in value had the policy been implemented, for all

publicly listed firms that lobbied on the policy. The horizontal axis of Figure 1 shows the

amount a firm spent lobbying on the Waxman-Markey bill, in log scale (see Supplementary

Table 1 for a ranking of the top 20 firms in our sample by lobbying spending). The data

section of Methods discusses how U.S. lobbying records were used to construct this variable.

The vertical axis of Figure 1 shows a firm’s absolute change in stock value had the Waxman-

Markey bill been implemented, also in log scale. The statistical analysis section of Methods

details how this variable is obtained through the use of a prediction market event study.

There is a clear log-log linear relationship between these two variables, as shown by the fitted

ordinary least squares model (solid line) with associated 90% confidence interval. Firms that

lobby more on Waxman-Markey have more at stake from the policy, whether it is in terms

of gained or lost value.

To statistically quantify this relationship, we estimate via ordinary least squares (OLS)

the regression model shown in equation (3) of the statistical section in Methods. Coefficient

estimates are shown in Supplementary Table 3. Column 1 indicates that a 1% increase in
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lobbying spending is associated with a statistically significant 0.38% increase in the absolute

change in firm value had Waxman-Markey been implemented (p<0.01). Several additional

statistical results support the robustness of this relationship. First, to test whether linearity

between these two variables is a reasonable approximation, the dashed line in Figure 1 shows

the fit from a local polynomial model which allows a more flexible functional form. This

alternative fitted relationship appears mostly linear. Next, Supplementary Table 3 shows

that our linear relationship is robust to when we include outlier observations (column 2) and

to more conservative assumptions about the correlation structure of the error terms (column

3). Finally, Supplementary Table 4 shows that the relationship is robust to alternative sets

of control variables used when estimating the prediction market event study.

As a step towards understanding how political lobbying could have altered the likelihood

of enacting the Waxman-Markey bill, it is useful to dive further into how lobbying spending

differs for firms expecting to gain and lose value had the bill been realized. Figure 2 ranks

each firm by the amount spent lobbying on Waxman-Markey, separately for gaining and

losing firms. Interestingly, gaining firms were both more numerous and, on average, spent

more on lobbying than losing firms. Supplementary Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 2

show that these two sets of firms do not differ systematically in terms of sectoral composition,

carbon intensity, or share of total revenue from U.S. sales. A puzzle emerges: if more money

was spent on lobbying by firms expected to gain from the policy and more firms in our sample

gained from the policy, why did the Waxman-Markey bill ultimately fail to be enacted?

Figure 3 sheds light on this puzzle by replicating Figure 1, but allowing separate modeled

fits for gaining (in red) and losing (in gray) firms. Again, both relationships appear to be

linear. However, the fitted relationship for losing firms is roughly half as steep as that

for gaining firms. Column 1 of Supplementary Table 5 presents linear OLS coefficients for

these two groups of firms by estimating equation (4) in the statistical analysis section of

Methods. For gaining firms, a 1% increase in lobbying spending is associated with a 0.49%

increase in firm value. By comparison, for firms that lose value, a 1% increase in lobbying

spending is associated with a 0.25% decrease in firm value. In absolute terms, these two

slopes are statistically different (p = .039). As with our full sample result, this difference in

the relationship between lobbying and change in firm value between gaining and losing firms

is robust to the inclusion of outliers (column 2 of Supplementary Table 5), more conservative

assumptions about the correlation structure of the error terms (column 3 of Supplementary

Table 5), and to the set of control variables used when conducting the prediction market

event study (Supplementary Table 6).

The statistical relationship shown in Figure 3 hints at a differential effectiveness of lob-

bying on policy enactment between gaining and losing firms. The amount a firm spends on
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lobbying depends on how much is at stake. The magnitude of this relationship, however,

depends on how effective lobbying is at altering the likelihood of enacting the policy. In-

tuitively, if lobbying were not very effective, only firms that have a lot at stake will lobby

intensively, while firms with less at stake lobby far less. This implies a steeper slope in the

relationship between change in firm value and lobbying. Conversely, if lobbying were more

effective at changing the likelihood of policy enactment, lobbying would be less sensitive to

the consequences of the policy.

Theoretical interpretation

To formalize this intuition regarding asymmetric lobbying effectiveness for gaining and losing

firms, we overlay a game-theoretic modeling framework onto the statistical relationships

shown in Figure 3 and estimated in equation (4). This framework, presented in detail in

the theory section of Methods, merges two canonical models in economics: a game-theoretic

contest model of political rent seeking27–29 where firms seek to influence policy for their

own benefit and a model of firm behavior under a cap-and-trade policy.30 This enables

us to employ the standard logic of optimal behavior in strategic settings to model how an

affected firm chooses lobbying position and intensity in response to its expected change in

value under a cap-and-trade policy. To ensure a tight connection to our statistical findings,

we build in sufficient flexibility into our framework such that model parameters can be

directly calibrated using the statistical relationship estimated in regression equation (4) (see

equations (16) in theory section of Methods). In particular, the model directly translates our

earlier intuition that the different statistical relationships between change in firm value and

lobbying spending across gaining and losing firms may be indicative of differential marginal

effectiveness of lobbying across these two groups.

Figure 4 plots the absolute marginal effect of lobbying on policy enactment probability as

a function of lobbying expenditure separately for gaining and losing firms using our calibrated

model parameters (see equation (14) of the theory section of Methods). Two points are

worth noting. First, Figure 4 shows that our theoretical model captures our earlier intuition

about losing firms being able to lobby more effectively to lower the probability of the policy

than gaining firms are able to lobby to raise the policy’s chances. Second, Figure 4 shows

there are diminishing returns to lobbying: regardless of whether a firm gains or loses, the

marginal effect of lobbying falls as lobbying levels increase. Taking into consideration these

diminishing returns, firms optimally choose lobbying levels such that the expected marginal

benefits of lobbying equal the marginal costs (see equations (12) and (13) of the theory

section of Methods).
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Having translated our statistical relationships onto the effectiveness of lobbying, we turn

now to our central question: what was the overall effect of lobbying on the enactment prob-

ability of the Waxman-Markey bill? Calibrating the model to our benchmark statistical

coefficients displayed in column 1 of Supplementary Table 5, we calculate that observed

lobbying between July 2009 and the end of 2010 lowered the probability of enacting the

Waxman-Markey bill by 13 percentage points, from 55% to 42% (see theory section of Meth-

ods for details). Importantly, this decline in the likelihood of passing the Waxman-Markey

bill can be valued. Using a conservative measure of the social cost of carbon3 together with a

forecast of avoided greenhouse gas emissions under the Waxman-Markey bill,31 we calculate

that the reduced likelihood of enacting the Waxman-Markey bill from lobbying is equiva-

lent to an expected social cost of $60 billion (in 2018 dollars). This number represents the

expected social cost from the climate change damages associated with a less likely Waxman-

Markey bill. It does not include the lower expected global regulatory cost of a less likely

Waxman-Markey policy or the resources spent lobbying the policy.27,32

Reducing political opposition against climate policy

Finally, we ask whether alternative designs of the Waxman-Markey bill could have alleviated

political opposition. A common feature of nearly all existing and proposed cap-and-trade

climate policies is the free allocation of a subset of permits under the cap to regulated firms.

This “grand-fathering” of free permits potentially reduces regulatory costs for affected firms,

and thus political opposition, without altering the policy’s overall cost or environmental

objective provided that the cap is unchanged.33–35 Indeed, the Waxman-Markey bill includes

a particular allocation of free permits that is captured in our measure of how the policy would

have changed firm values.

We employ a series of counterfactual exercises using our calibrated model to show how

allocation of free permits in addition to what Waxman-Markey stipulates can be targeted to-

wards reducing political opposition. When firms lobby in response to expected gains or losses

from the policy, simply changing the magnitude of gains and losses can alter the intensity of

lobbying activity, and in turn the enactment probability of the policy. To demonstrate how

such targeting would have worked for the Waxman-Markey bill, in Figure 5 we take our cal-

ibrated model and increase the amount of free permits distributed to firms beyond what the

bill requires. These freely distributed permits lead to increased expected gains or decreased

expected losses under the policy for receiving firms. The horizontal axis of Figure 5 shows

different values of additional free permits. The vertical axis shows the equilibrium proba-

bility of enacting the policy generated by our calibrated model after lobbying activity has
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readjusted in response to the allocation of additional free permits. Plotted lines show how

enactment probability responds to different values of free permits under allocation schemes

that incrementally employ this paper’s two findings about lobbying effectiveness.

In our “naive” allocation scenario (gray line), we allocate free permits uniformly to all

sample firms, regardless of whether they gain or lose from the policy. Our second, “semi-

naive” allocation scenario (blue line) uniformly allocates free permits to just losing firms,

leveraging our finding that losing firms lobby more effectively than gaining firms. The

enactment probability is higher for this scenario than the “naive” scenario for every amount

of freely allocated permits. For our “sophisticated” scenario (brown line), we further employ

the finding that lobbying has diminishing marginal effect by targeting incremental amounts

of free permits to losing firms with the smallest loss in value. This final scenario yields the

highest enactment probabilities for every level of freely allocated permits.

There are two reasons to be cautious with these counterfactual scenarios. First, their im-

plementation has equity consequences. The free permits distributed to affected firms in these

exercises could alternatively be given to other groups, such as disadvantaged households, to

help dampen the cost burden of climate policy. The increased probability of climate policy

due to reduced firm opposition must therefore be weighed against the enactment of a policy

that may be less equitable in its distribution of costs. Second, it is possible that explicit

targeting of climate policy winners and losers may itself be politically unpopular and affect

support for the policy. It is unclear, however, whether these political consequences would

differ from those of redistribution schemes in existing climate policies.

Discussion

Combining data from U.S. lobbying records, an empirical method for forecasting the effect of

proposed climate policy on firm value, and a theoretical model of lobbying under climate pol-

icy, this paper quantifies how asymmetric lobbying effectiveness between gaining and losing

firms lowered the enactment probability of the U.S. Waxman-Markey bill by 13 percentage

points, representing an expected social cost of $60 billion (in 2018 dollars). Beyond climate

policy, the methods proposed in this paper may be applied towards quantifying the social

costs associated with political lobbying in other policy domains.

Importantly, this result does not require us to specify in our theoretical model why

there is asymmetry in lobbying effectiveness, only that such asymmetry is consistent with

the statistical relationships shown in Figure 3. Nonetheless, it is interesting to ask why

gaining and losing firms differ in their lobbying effectiveness. Previous work examining

how lobbying differs between gaining and losing firms for energy26,36 and other climate
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policies15,37,38 attributes asymmetries to the differential ability of each group to collectively

organize,39 gather information on policy consequences,40 and to lobby other related issues.38

While all these explanations are consistent with our calibrated modeling results, current data

limitations prevent us from examining which one is most relevant for the Waxman-Markey

bill. Furthermore, whether this asymmetry appears for other climate policies depends on,

among other things, whether a policy induces winners in addition to losers. We observe that

policy winners are more likely under market-based climate policies (i.e., cap-and-trade and

carbon tax), as such policies generate additional government revenue that could be directed

towards beneficiaries. We leave both areas of inquiry for future research.

While we quantify how much lobbying on the Waxman-Markey bill by publicly-listed

firms lowered the likelihood of its passage, it is clear that other forces contributed to the

ultimate failure of the bill. First, there is the presence of lobbying by privately-held firms

and aggregate entities such as trade and advocacy organizations, for whom we are unable

to observe the bill’s expected consequences. Fortunately, their lobbying activity was small

compared with that of publicly-traded firms: privately-held firms and aggregate entities

contributed 9% and 5% of the total spent lobbying on Waxman-Markey. Second, it is possible

that past lobbying on earlier climate bills may have dynamic effects on how firms lobbied

over the Waxman-Markey bill. Third, other unexpected events contributed to the eventual

demise of the policy between the summer of 2009 and the end of 2010. They include, among

others, the Democratic party’s loss of a filibuster-proof majority following the sudden death

of Senator Edward Kennedy, the BP oil spill, the rise of grass-roots conservative movements

such as the Tea Party,41 as well as possibly other private sector interests argued to have

affected earlier environmental policies.42,43 Lessons are still being drawn from this perfect

storm of events. By demonstrating how alternative policy designs could alleviate political

opposition from lobbying, this paper suggests a path forward for making future climate

policy proposals more robust to unexpected political events.
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Figures

Figure 1: Waxman-Markey lobbying spending and change in firm value
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Horizontal axis shows firm-level log lobbying spending on the Waxman-Markey bill. Vertical axis shows
log absolute change in firm-level stock value had Waxman-Markey been implemented, obtained from a
prediction market event study using an aggregate market index to control for normal market performance
(see statistical analysis section of Methods). Firm-level observations shown as scatter plot (n=220). Solid
line shows a linear fit while shaded area shows associated 90% confidence interval. Dashed line shows a
local polynomial fit using an Epanechnikov kernel with a rule-of-thumb bandwidth.44
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Figure 2: Lobbying spending for firms that lose and gain from policy
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Bar charts ranks firms by the amount spent lobbying on the Waxman-Markey bill for firms that would have
gained (in red) (n=116) and lost (in gray) (n=104) stock value had the bill passed. Red dashed line shows
mean lobbying spending of 3.25 million USD for gaining firms. Gray dashed line shows mean lobbying
spending of 2.97 million USD for losing firms.
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Figure 3: Differential statistical relationships for gaining and losing firms
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Horizontal axis shows firm-level log lobbying spending on the Waxman-Markey bill. Vertical axis shows
log absolute change in firm-level stock value had Waxman-Markey been implemented, obtained from a
prediction market event study using an aggregate market index (see statistical analysis section of Methods).
Solid line shows a linear fit. Dashed line shows a local polynomial fit using an Epanechnikov kernel with a
rule-of-thumb bandwidth.44 Model fitted separately for firms that gain (in red) (n=116) and lose (in gray)
(n=104) stock value under Waxman-Markey.
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Figure 4: Differential marginal effect of lobbying for gaining and losing firms
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Absolute marginal effect of lobbying spending on policy enactment probability for firms that gain (in red)
and firms that lose (in gray) value under Waxman-Markey from our calibrated model (see theory section
of Methods). Functions show average values for each set of firms.
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Figure 5: Policy enactment under alternative free permit allocation schemes
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Figure shows the resulting likelihood of Waxman-Markey enactment (vertical axis) for different permit
allocation schemes under increasing values of freely allocated permits (horizontal axis). Dashed gray line
shows the factual equilibrium probability of Waxman-Markey enactment, 42.2%, calculated under observed
lobbying spending and Waxman-Markey permit allocation scheme. Solid gray line displays a “naive” permit
allocation whereby additional permits are uniformly distributed to sample firms. Solid blue line displays a
“semi-naive” permit allocation in which additional permits are uniformly distributed to sample firms that
lose value under the policy. Solid brown line shows a “sophisticated” permit allocation in which additional
permits are incrementally targeted to losing firms with the smallest loss in value.
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Methods

Data

The U.S. Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 mandates that all individuals who lobby federal

government officials must file reports with the Clerk of the House of Representatives and

the Senate Office of Public Records. This data has previously been used to study U.S.

lobbying activity around climate change policy.15,16,18 We obtain lobbying data from the

Center for Responsible Politics, which takes raw lobbying records and manually standardizes

firm names. To determine firm-level lobbying spending on the Waxman-Markey bill and its
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Senate version, we extract quarterly-level lobbying records between the third quarter of 2009

and the fourth quarter of 2010. This corresponds to the period between House passage of the

Waxman-Markey bill on June 26, 2009 and the end of 2010 when the 111th Congressional

term expires and is the period for which cap-and-trade prediction market price data is

available. We focus on lobbying records that contain bill numbers H.R. 2454, H.R. 2998,

H.R. 587, or S. 1733. H.R. 2454 and H.R. 2998 are two versions of the Waxman-Markey

bill. H.R. 587 was a motion to bring this legislation into consideration. S.1733 is the Senate

version of the Waxman-Markey bill. Lobbying spending is totaled to the firm level across

all extracted records. We drop the lobbying records of trade organizations and advocacy

organizations. These aggregate entities, which constitute only 5% of total lobbying spending

related to Waxman-Markey, were excluded because of the difficulty with disaggregating their

lobbying spending to individual firms. We also drop firms that are not publicly listed because

we are unable to observe how Waxman-Markey would affect their values. Privately-held firms

contributed only 9% of Waxman-Markey lobbying spending. The remaining sample of unique

firms spent a total of $725 million lobbying on Waxman-Markey and related bills during this

period, or 14% of the $5.3 billion spent on U.S. lobbying during this period.

Daily closing prices during the 2009-2010 period for the prediction market titled “A cap

and trade system for emissions trading to be established before midnight ET on 31 Dec

2010” was obtained from Intrade (see Supplementary Figure 2). Daily price returns for

publicly listed U.S. stocks over the 2009-2010 period were derived based on data from the

Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) at the University of Chicago Booth School

of Business. Both daily price datasets were converted into 2-day returns. 2-day trading

intervals account for Intrade prediction markets having later closing hours than the primary

U.S. stock exchanges as well as the occurrence of after-hours stock trading. 3-digit NAICS

level carbon intensity was provided by the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Economics and

Statistics Administration. Firm-level share of total revenue from U.S. sales obtained from

the CRSP-Compustat database.

Statistical analysis

An analysis of political lobbying requires knowing the consequences of the policy being

lobbied on: both which firms will gain or lose value from the policy, and by how much. This

section details how a prediction market event study infers the market-expected change in

the value of a publicly-listed firm had Waxman-Markey been implemented.

A prediction market event study relies on stock and prediction market prices. The un-

derlying argument is that investors with money on the line will reveal, through their trading
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activity, how a (proposed or realized) policy affects firms’ stock values. To date, much of

the lobbying literature identifies which firms gain or lose from a policy based either on firms’

self-disclosed information or on firm characteristics that a researcher assumes to be corre-

lated with policy consequences. For self-reported positions, a recent paper shows that many

firms engage in public behavior indicating both support and opposition to the Waxman-

Markey bill.17 Furthermore, a recent review of the climate policy lobbying literature notes

that the identify of winners and losers may not be easily ascertained from commonly-used

characteristics.18 For example, if a cap-and-trade program distributes many free permits to

coal-fired electric utilities, such firms may actually gain value from climate policy. In that

case, coal-fired utilities may be a policy winner and potentially lobby in favor of the policy,

in contrast to what the literature usually assumes.

A prediction market event study circumvents these difficulties by using market-revealed

information that is arguably more credible than what firms themselves provide while being

more data-driven and “hands off” from the researcher’s perspective. Unlike other methods,

at no point do we impose which firms gain or lose from the Waxman-Markey bill. At the

same time, a prediction market event study requires its own assumptions. First, it needs

stock and prediction markets to price in all private and public information. Second, firms

must have access to the same information and behave rationally in response to it. The

implication of these two assumptions is that if the prediction market event study determines

that a firm’s stock value were to increase under the Waxman-Markey bill, a rational firm

would lobby in favor of it, and vice-versa for firms who lose value.

To demonstrate how one conducts a prediction market event study, suppose for simplicity

there are only two policy states (see ref5 for a more general setup with multiple policy states).

πoi is the value of firm i in the absence of the Waxman-Markey bill; π∗i is its value under

Waxman-Markey. We are interested in obtaining the change in firm value due to Waxman-

Markey had it been implemented, π∗i − πoi . Note that π∗i − πoi is a function of, among other

Waxman-Markey features, the cap-and-trade system’s equilibrium permit price and initial

allocation of free permits. The empirical challenge is that during our 2009-2010 period of

interest, neither πoi nor π∗i is directly observed. A prediction market event study allows one

to circumvent this empirical obstacle.

A prediction market contract is a bet on the realization of a defined event by some

termination date. On that date, holders of the contract receive $1 if the event is realized

and $0 otherwise. Prior to that date, the price of the contract fluctuates within the unit

interval. Under standard assumptions detailed in ref,25 the prediction market price can be

interpreted as the real-time average market-held belief, or probability, that the event will

be realized by the termination date. A prediction market event study combines prediction
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market prices with firm-level stock prices.24,45 The traditional event study, widely used in

finance, estimates the effects of a realized eveFnt on the value of publicly traded firms. In a

prediction market event study, the availability of event probabilities provided by prediction

market prices, enables researchers to estimate market-expected forecasts of probable events,

which include events that are ultimately never realized.5

To illustrate how a prediction market event study can be used for forecasting, suppose a

researcher obtains for firm i on trading day t the observed market value πit and the prediction

market price, θt, which again can be interpreted as the probability in time t that the policy

will be realized by the termination date. To allow time-varying economic conditions to alter

firm value under both policy states, suppose these conditions have the same effect in both

states such that πoit = ρitπ
o
i and π∗it = ρitπ

∗
i . For a risk-neutral representative agent, the law

of total probability implies that a firm’s observed value is the probability-weighted average

of values across the two policy states for each trading day

πit = θtπ
∗
it + (1− θt)πoit

= πoit(1 + θtκi), (1)

where κi =
π∗i−πoi
πoi

is the percentage change in firm value due to the Waxman-Markey climate

policy. Let stock returns be denoted by rit ≡ lnπit − ln πi,t−1. Taking logs to equation (1),

applying a first-difference in time, and observing that for sufficiently small θtκi, ln(1+θtκi) ≈
θtκi, stock returns can be written as

rit = κi∆θt + ∆ ln ρit + εit, (2)

where ∆ is the first time difference operator and εit is an error term. In finance, ∆ ln ρit

is commonly referred to as “normal market performance”, and captures stock returns that

would occur regardless of which policy state is realized. We use several proxies for ∆ ln ρit.

The standard proxy in the finance literature, known as the CAPM model, includes a firm-

specific constant and an aggregate market return index with a firm-specific effect. Climate

policy, however, affects large portions of the economy and as such may directly affect market-

wide measures of market performance. As a robustness check against this concern regarding

treatment spillover, we also use the stock market performance of low carbon intensity firms

that are less likely to be affected by climate policy as a proxy for ∆ ln ρit. Specifically,

we use the value-weighted aggregate returns of firms whose 2006 carbon intensity from own

operations and inputs is below 0.10 and 0.15 mton CO2 per billion dollar output, respectively.

Estimates of κi from equation (2) together with recovered values of πoi from equation (1)

allow us obtain the market-expected change in firm value under Waxman-Markey, π∗i − πoi .
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In short, a prediction market event study enables researchers to map two observed variables,

stock returns, rit, and the change in the prediction market price, ∆θt, onto our unobserved

quantity of interest, π∗i − πoi , the consequence of the Waxman-Markey bill on firm value

had the policy been realized. Firms with π∗i − πoi > 0 gain value under Waxman-Markey.

Firms with π∗i − πoi < 0 lose value under Waxman-Markey. Observe that at no point in our

prediction market event study do we explicitly specify which firms gain or lose value, and

by how much. That is, π∗i − πoi is obtained entirely from a data-driven procedure.

To relate firm-level lobbying expenditures, si, to changes in firm value under climate

policy, π∗i − πoi , we estimate the following regression via ordinary least squares (OLS)

ln |π∗i − πoi | = α0 + β0 ln si + υi, (3)

where υi is an error term. The absolute value operator in equation (3) allows one to es-

timate a common intercept and slope for all firms, regardless of whether they gain or lose

from the policy. In our benchmark model, shown in Figure 1 and column 1 of Supplemen-

tary Table 3, our outcome variable is changes in stock value obtained from our prediction

market event study using an aggregate market index (i.e., CAPM) to control for normal

market performance. We further drop outlier observations for which the outcome variable

is smaller than the 0.1 percentile or larger than the 99.9 percentile of the empirical distri-

bution. Standard errors in our benchmark model are clustered at the 4-digit NAICS level

to allow for heteroskedasticity and cross-sectional correlation of arbitrary form in the error

term, υi, across firms in the same 4-digit NAICS sector. As robustness checks, column 2

of Supplementary Table 3 includes the dropped outliers while column 3 of Supplementary

Table 3 allows standard errors clustered at a higher 3-digit NAICS level to allow for the

error terms of firms across a broader definition of sectors to be correlated. Supplementary

Table 4 shows coefficients from equation 3 when changes in firm value under climate policy,

π∗i − πoi , are estimated with the value-weighted return of low carbon intensive firms below

0.10 and 0.15 mton CO2 per billion dollar output as alternative controls for normal market

performance.

To examine whether the relationship shown in equation (3) differs for firms that gain and

lose, we further estimate via OLS

ln |π∗i − πoi | = α1 + α21(π∗i − πoi < 0) + β1 ln si + β2 ln si1(π∗i − πoi < 0) + νi, (4)

where 1(π∗i − πoi < 0) is a dummy variable indicating firms that lose value under the policy.

α1 is the constant for firms that gain, while α1 + α2 is the constant for firms that lose.

Similarly, β1 is the slope coefficient for firms that gain while β1 + β2 is the slope coefficient
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for firms that lose. Estimates from equation (4) are shown in Figure 3 and Supplementary

Tables 5 and 6. Supplementary Tables 5 and 6 show robustness results analogous to the

pooled estimate robustness results shown in Supplementary Tables 3 and 4.

Theoretical model

Our aim is to use the statistical relationship estimated in equation (4) to quantify how

lobbying influenced the likelihood of enacting the Waxman-Markey bill. To facilitate this

calculation, we combine a game-theoretic contest model of lobbying27–29 with a standard

model of firm behavior under a cap-and-trade policy.30 As detailed below, our model is

designed specifically around our statistical results such that there is a clear mapping between

the statistical coefficients estimated in equation (4) and the parameters of our theoretical

model. In particular, because we observe both lobbying expenditures and changes in value

only for publicly listed firms, we frame the contest model in terms of a Nash equilibrium

among firms and do not attempt to model cooperative behavior within larger interest groups.

Cap-and-trade policy imposes a limit on economy-wide emissions via the issuance of a

fixed supply of tradable emission permits, which firms must acquire to cover their emissions

(see background in Supplementary Notes). Standard models of cap-and-trade assume that

the policy itself is exogenously determined with certainty.30 We develop a model where the

adoption of cap-and-trade regulation is uncertain and depends on the extent of lobbying by

firms for or against it. We restrict lobbying in our model to only influence the probability

of passing a given cap-and-trade legislation, but not to changing its key features. This

assumption is reasonable when examining the role of lobbying after the House passage of the

Waxman-Markey bill, as is done in our statistical analysis.

In what follows, we first describe the model setup. We then show how the statistical

coefficients in equation (4) correspond to the model’s parameters via its equilibrium con-

ditions. We then demonstrate how this mapping enables us to calculate the probability of

policy enactment under observed (i.e., factual) and alternative (i.e., counterfactual) lobbying

activities.

Aggregate lobbying and policy enactment probability

Each firm i chooses how much to spend on lobbying, si, and whether to direct that expendi-

ture either for or against the cap-and-trade policy. The relative totals of “for” and “against”

lobbying expenditures determine the probability that cap-and-trade will go into effect. Let F

denote the set of firms lobbying for the regulation, and let A denote the set of firms lobbying

against the regulation. Formally, the regulation is enacted if
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P0 + µF
∑
j∈F

sγFj − µA
∑
j∈A

sγAj > η, (5)

where η is a random variable from the location-scale family with probability density function

h and cumulative distribution function H. The random variable η governs how lobbying for

or against the regulation affects the probability that the regulation is enacted. Without

loss of generality, we normalize the mean of η to 0. The object P0 relates directly to the

initial probability of enactment under no lobbying, with H(P0) representing the probability

of enactment under no lobbying.

Equation (5) has four (strictly positive) structural parameters, µF , µA, γF , and γA, which

allow supporters and opponents of the policy to have differential impacts on the policy’s en-

actment probability. In particular, the parameters µF and µA capture the effectiveness of

“for” and “against” expenditures in raising or lowering the enactment probability, respec-

tively. The parameters γF and γA capture the returns to scale of lobbying. For example,

with γF < 1, 10 firms spending $1 million each lobbying in favor of the policy would increase

a policy’s enactment probability more than if a single firm spends $10 million in lobbying.

In contrast, with γF = 1, 10 firms spending $1 million each in lobbying has the same effect

on the enactment probability as a single firm spending $10 million.

Following equation (5), the enactment probability of cap-and-trade policy is

λ ≡ H(P0 + µF
∑
j∈F

sγFj − µA
∑
j∈A

sγAj ) (6)

Firm problem

Firm i produces output according to a production function qi(ei, zi), where ei denotes emis-

sions and zi denotes a vector of inputs. The function qi is strictly increasing in each argument,

strictly concave, and twice differentiable. Let qei and qzi denote the partial derivative of the

production function with respect to emissions and other inputs, respectively. Let p, τ , and ω

respectively denote the prices of output, emission permits, and other inputs, and let ai denote

the number of free permits allocated to firm i if cap-and-trade goes into effect. We assume

the firm knows its permit allocation with certainty at the time of the lobbying decision.

We solve for the profit-maximizing choices of firm i through backward induction, starting

with the production decision (after regulatory uncertainty is resolved) before proceeding to

the lobbying decision (before regulatory uncertainty is resolved).
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Second stage: Production decision In the second stage, firm i chooses emissions and

other inputs knowing whether a cap-and-trade system is in place or not.

In the state of no cap-and-trade regulation, the decision problem is

max
ei,zi

pqi(ei, zi)− ωzi, (7)

and the first order conditions for ei and zi are:

pqei(ēi, z̄i) = 0

pqzi(ēi, z̄i) = ω.
(8)

The strict concavity of the production function ensures that there exist unique optimal

choices, which we denote ēi and z̄i.

In the state of cap-and-trade regulation, the decision problem is

max
ei,zi

pqi(ei, zi)− ωzi − τ(ei − ai) (9)

and the first order conditions are:

pqei(e
∗
i , z
∗
i ) = τ

pqzi(e
∗
i , z
∗
i ) = ω,

(10)

where e∗i and z∗i denote the optimal choices in the cap-and-trade state. Implicitly differen-

tiating the system of first-order conditions with respect to the permit price τ reveals that

optimal emissions are decreasing in τ . Therefore e∗i < ēi, as ēi represents optimal emissions

under the no cap-and-trade state, where τ = 0.

Let πoi ≡ pqi(ēi, z̄i) − ωz̄i denote firm i’s equilibrium profit under no regulation, and let

π∗i ≡ pqi(e
∗
i , z
∗
i )−ωz∗i − τ(e∗i − ai) denote the equilibrium profit under cap-and-trade. While

cap-and-trade imposes additional costs on firms via an emissions price τ > 0, firms also

benefit from an endowment of free permits ai, which offsets the increase in costs. Due to

these competing effects, it is possible for individual firms to either gain or lose profits under

cap-and-trade regulation.

First stage: Lobbying decision Inserting the state-contingent profits from the second

stage, we now solve for the choices of lobbying position (F or A) and lobbying expenditure

in the first stage. Firm i’s decision problem is:

max
si,{F,A}

λπ∗i + (1− λ)πoi − si. (11)
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Firm i’s lobbying decision consists of a binary position decision (“for” or “against”) and

a continuous expenditure decision (si ≥ 0). If firm i chooses to lobby for the policy (F ), its

first-order condition for si is:

h(P0 + µF
∑
j∈F

sγFj − µA
∑
j∈A

sγAj )µFγF s
γF−1
i (π∗i − πoi ) = 1. (12)

Alternatively, if firm i chooses to lobby against the policy (A), its first-order condition for

si is:

h(P0 + µF
∑
j∈F

sγFj − µA
∑
j∈A

sγAj )µAγAs
γA−1
i (πoi − π∗i ) = 1. (13)

From equations (12) and (13) and the non-negativity constraint on si, it is evident that

only firms that gain from the regulation (i.e., π∗i − πoi > 0) will lobby for the regulation (F ).

Similarly, the set of firms lobbying against the regulation (A) will consist entirely of firms

that lose from the regulation (i.e., π∗i − πoi < 0). The lobbying expenditure decisions for

gaining and losing firms can thus be expressed in terms of the absolute magnitude of the

regulation’s effect on the firm, |π∗i − πoi |.
Both gaining and losing firms choose lobbying expenditures to equalize the expected

marginal benefit of lobbying (i.e., left hand side of equations (12) and (13)) with the marginal

cost (i.e., right hand side of equations (12) and (13)), taking as given the lobbying expen-

ditures of other firms. The expected marginal benefit of lobbying is the product of the

absolute difference in profits under both states, |π∗i −πoi |, and the marginal effect of lobbying

expenditures on the probability that cap-and-trade will be enacted. The marginal effect on

policy probability is:

h(P0 + µF
∑

j∈F s
γF
j − µA

∑
j∈A s

γA
j )µFγF s

γF−1
i if π∗i − πoi ≥ 0,

h(P0 + µF
∑

j∈F s
γF
j − µA

∑
j∈A s

γA
j )µAγAs

γA−1
i if π∗i − πoi < 0

(14)

Using statistical coefficients to calibrate model parameters

Replacing πoi − π∗i and π∗i − πoi with |π∗i − πoi |, and taking the natural log of equations (12)

and (13) leads to the following equations:

ln(|π∗i − πoi |) = (1− γF )ln(si) + ln
(

1
µF γF h(P0+µF

∑
j∈F s

γF
j −µA

∑
j∈A s

γA
j )

)
if π∗i − πoi ≥ 0,

ln(|π∗i − πoi |) = (1− γA)ln(si) + ln
(

1
µAγAh(P0+µF

∑
j∈F s

γF
j −µA

∑
j∈A s

γA
j )

)
if π∗i − πoi < 0.

(15)
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Observe the similarities between equation (15) and our statistical regression equation (4).

Indeed, once we overcome the empirical difficulties with having to observe lobbying spending,

si, and the change in value under the policy, π∗i − πoi , our theoretical model paves the way

for a direct mapping between the statistical coefficient estimated in equation (4) and the

model’s structural parameters. Specifically, the estimated statistical coefficients β̂1, β̂2, α̂1,

and α̂2, from equation (4) map onto our model parameters γF , γA, µF , and µA from equation

(15) in the following manner:

γ̂F = 1− β̂1, (16a)

γ̂A = 1− β̂1 − β̂2, (16b)

(1− β̂1)exp(α1) =
1

µFh(P0 + µF
∑

j∈F s
1−β̂1
j − µA

∑
j∈A s

1−β̂1−β̂2
j )

, (16c)

(1− β̂1 − β̂2)exp(α1 + α2) =
1

µAh(P0 + µF
∑

j∈F s
1−β̂1
j − µA

∑
j∈A s

1−β̂1−β̂2
j )

. (16d)

Solving this system of equations requires two more inputs. First, we pin down the initial

probability of policy enactment to 0.55, such that P0 = H−1(0.55). This was the likelihood

of Waxman-Markey enactment at the start of the third quarter of 2009 shortly after it passed

the House of representatives (see Supplementary Figure 2). Second, we need to take a stance

on the functional form of h(), which we have thus far required only that it come from the

location-scale family of probability distributions. We consider two probability functions and

detail the strength and weaknesses of both in Supplementary Notes. For all benchmark

results, we employ the uniform distribution for h(), which, without loss of generality, we

limit to the support [−2, 2]. The uniform distribution has the advantage of approximating

a broad class of distributions for small perturbations around the median of the distribution,

which is reasonable in our setting with an initial enactment probability of 0.55.46 The use

of a uniform distribution, however, omits the presence of strategic interactions amongst

lobbying firms. To allow for strategic interactions, we also employ a normal distribution for

h(). However, a normal distribution has the disadvantages of being parametric and entails

an objective function that is not necessarily globally concave (see Supplementary Notes).

To calibrate our model parameters γF , γA, µF , µA we insert our statistical coefficients β̂1,

β̂2, α̂1, and α̂2 into equations (16a)-(16b), which translate to either equations (S.1a)-(S.1b)

under the uniform distribution or equations (S.4a)-(S.4b) under the normal distribution.

Supplementary Table 7 shows the calibrated model parameters for both distributions.
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Calculating marginal effect of lobbying, equilibrium policy probability, and the

social cost of lobbying

Calibrated model parameters enable us to calculate two objects of interest. First, we can de-

termine how the marginal effect of lobbying on policy probability varies by lobbying amount

and across gaining and losing firms. Figure 4 inserts our calibrated model parameters γF ,

γA, µF , µA into equation (14) to plot the absolute marginal effect of lobbying on policy

probability as a function of lobbying separately for gaining and losing firms. Functions show

average values for each set of firms.

Second, we can recover the equilibrium policy enactment probability, λ, associated with

observed lobbying. To obtain λ, we simply insert calibrated model parameters γF , γA, µF ,

µA, P0, and observed lobbying for each firm, si, into equation (6).

Supplementary Table 7 shows the equilibrium enactment probability λ when assuming

either a uniform or normal distribution for h(). For both cases, we employ our benchmark

statistical coefficients from column 1 of Supplementary Table 5. We find our equilibrium

policy enactment to be insensitive to the two distributions of h() considered. The conse-

quence of firm lobbying on Waxman-Markey lowered the policy’s probability from 0.55 to

0.422 under the uniform distribution, and to 0.420 under the normal distribution.

We monetize the global social costs of U.S. climate policy lobbying by multiplying this

13% probability reduction by the global social cost of not enacting the Waxman-Markey bill.

Using a conservative measure of the social cost of carbon at a 5% discount rate,3 together with

a forecast of avoided greenhouse gas emissions under Waxman-Markey up to 2050 projected

by the Intertemporal General Equilibrium Model (a computable general equilibrium model

of the U.S. economy), the global social cost of failing to enact the Waxman-Markey bill

was estimated at $467 billion (in 2018 dollars).31 The reduced likelihood of enacting the

Waxman-Markey bill due to lobbying thus represents an expected social cost of $60 billion

(in 2018 dollars).

Enactment probabilities under counterfactual allocations of free permits

Having calibrated our model’s parameters using our statistical coefficients, we are further able

to calculate Waxman-Markey enactment probabilities under counterfactual permit allocation

scenarios. As equation (11) shows, the number of free permits a firm receives (ai) affects

its profit under the cap-and-trade state (π∗i ), and consequently its lobbying decision. The

Coase Independence Theorem posits that the free allocation of permits under a cap-and-

trade system should not affect the allocative efficiency of the policy. If so, careful targeting

of free permits may allow for stronger political support for the policy without additional
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efficiency costs.47,34

To illustrate how political opposition may be alleviated via targeted allocation of free

permits, let π∗
′
i represent firm i’s profit in the cap-and-trade state under a counterfactual

permit allocation. We construct π∗
′
i by perturbing π∗i (derived from the prediction market

event study) with an additional endowment of permits, valued using median permit price

estimates from ref.5 Let s
′
i represent firm i’s choice of lobbying expenditure given this

counterfactual allocation. Rearranging the lobbying first order conditions, we can express

the decision rule for s
′
i as follows:

s
′
i =

[
µF γF h(P0+µF

∑
j∈F s

′γF
j −µA

∑
j∈A s

′γA
j )|π∗′i −πoi |

eν̂i

] 1
1−γF

if π∗
′
i − πoi ≥ 0,

s
′
i =

[
µAγAh(P0+µF

∑
j∈F s

′γF
j −µA

∑
j∈A s

′γA
j )|π∗′i −πoi |

eν̂i

] 1
1−γA

if π∗
′
i − πoi < 0,

(17)

where ν̂i denotes firm i’s estimated residual from the estimation of equation (4). We include

this residual term to maintain consistency between the counterfactual decision rule and the

factual relationship between firm-level lobbying expenditures and policy effects, which is

modeled with statistical error.

We denote the counterfactual equilibrium probability of enactment by λ
′
= H(P

′
) where

P
′

= P0 + µF
∑

j∈F s
′γF
j − µA

∑
j∈A s

′γA
j . In equilibrium, P

′
solves the following equation,

which is obtained by inserting (17) into the definition of P
′
:

P
′
= P0+(µFγ

γF
F )

1
1−γF

[∑
j∈F

(
|π∗′j − πoj |

eν̂j

)
h(P

′
)

] γF
1−γF

−(µAγ
γA
A )

1
1−γA

[∑
j∈A

(
|π′∗j − πoj |

eν̂i

)
h(P

′
)

] γA
1−γA

.

(18)

Equilibrium probabilities, λ
′
, of enactment under various counterfactual allocations are

illustrated in Figure 5, assuming h to be a uniform probability density function over the sup-

port [−2, 2]. Specifically, we consider three counterfactual allocation schemes with increasing

total volume of freely allocated permits, presented in 2018 values using median permit price

estimates from ref.5 Each allocation scheme incrementally employs one of this paper’s find-

ings. In the “naive” allocation scheme, additional free permits are allocated uniformly to all

sample firms. In the “semi-naive” allocation scheme, we leverage the finding that losing firms

are more effective at lobbying than gaining firms by allocating free permits uniformly to all

firms that lose value under the policy. Finally, in the “sophisticated” allocation scheme, we

further employ the finding that there are diminishing returns to lobbying by incrementally

targeting free permits to losing firms with the smallest drop in value.
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Supplementary Notes

Background: Cap-and-trade climate policies

Greenhouse gas emissions are a negative externality that arises from production. Climate policy in

general, and cap-and-trade systems in particular, aim to improve total welfare by correcting this

externality. A typical cap-and-trade system sets a limit on cumulative emissions over the lifetime of

the policy. This limit is imposed through the issuance of a fixed supply of tradable emission permits.

Regulated firms are either given, or must purchase, permits to cover their annual emissions. By

placing a price on a factor of production (i.e., emissions) that would otherwise be unpriced (i.e.,

priced at zero), cap-and-trade forces firms to internalize the social costs of their emissions. The

appeal of a cap-and-trade policy is that by employing market-based incentives, a specific aggregate

emissions target can be achieved by regulated firms at the least overall cost to the economy.

Thus, while cap-and-trade improves total welfare, it does so by increasing costs for regulated

firms. However, this does not imply that the increased costs will be borne uniformly by each

firm. An individual firm may actually experience an increase in profits from a cap-and-trade

system, for example, if its production is relatively less carbon intensive than that of its competitors,

increasing its market share. A firm may also gain from the policy if it receives free permits via

“grand-fathering” that more than offsets its abatement costs from the regulation. As demonstrated

theoretically in the theory section of Methods, these differential effects of cap-and-trade across

firms create incentives for some firms to lobby against the policy and others to lobby in favor of

it. Using statistical methods and not firms’ self-disclosed information or observed characteristics

to identify gainers and losers is thus crucial to understanding how lobbying affects the likelihood

that a cap-and-trade policy is enacted.

Background: Waxman-Markey Bill

The American Clean Energy and Security Act was proposed during the spring of 2009 in the 111th

Congress. Also known as the Waxman-Markey bill, after its sponsoring representatives, the bill

proposed a nationwide cap-and-trade program with a declining annual cap on emissions beginning

in 2012 that would eventually apply to 85% of greenhouse gas emitting sectors.1 The House of

Representatives passed the Waxman-Markey bill on June 26, 2009, marking the first time either

house of Congress approved a bill intended to curb greenhouse gas emissions.2 However, the policy

1Relative to 2005 levels, Waxman-Markey required that covered emissions decline by 17% in 2020, 42%
in 2030, and 83% by 2050. Although cap-and-trade was the central policy proposal of the Waxman-Markey
bill, it was not the only component. Auxiliary policies such as a renewable energy portfolio standard and
incentives for electric vehicles, were also included in the bill.

2In the bicameral U.S. Congress, a piece of legislation must be approved by both the House of Represen-
tatives and the Senate in order to be sent to the President. Thus, passage of the Waxman-Markey bill by
the House of Representatives needed to be followed by a similar bill approved by a Senate filibuster-proof
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ultimately failed to pass the Senate before the end of 2010 when the 111th Congress expired. No

comparable bill has since been introduced in the U.S. Congress.

Theory: choosing a probability density function

In order to map reduced-form parameters into structural parameters, we consider two functional

forms– uniform and normal- for the probability density function h(), which translates firms’ lob-

bying spending into the policy’s enactment probability. The properties of each functional form are

described in turn.

Uniform probability density

As a benchmark, we consider the case where the random variable η is distributed uniformly over

the support [−2, 2]. The assumption of a uniform distribution comes with inherent restrictions.

If the probability of enactment is governed by a uniform distribution, a firm’s choice of lobbying

expenditure will not depend on the value of P0, nor will it depend on the decisions of other firms

(i.e., strategic interactions are absent). However, these drawbacks are compensated for by the

fact that the uniform distribution can approximate a broad class of distributions, consisting of all

distributions whose median is equal to the mean.3 This approximation is obtained from a first-order

Taylor expansion of a cumulative distribution function around its median.46

Substituting the uniform [−2, 2] probability density function h(x) = 1
4 into equations (16c) and

(16d) yields

(1− β̂1)exp(α̂1) =
4

µF
, (S.1a)

(1− β̂1 − β̂2)exp(α̂1 + α̂2) =
4

µA
. (S.1b)

Solving for the structural parameters and inserting them into equation (6), we find that firm

lobbying on Waxman-Markey lowered the policy’s probability from 0.55 to 0.422 under the uniform

distribution.

Normal probability density

To address the drawbacks of the uniform distribution, we also consider the case where the random

variable η has a standard normal distribution.4 This probability density allows firm lobbying

supermajority.
3For our purposes, altering the support of the distribution from [−2, 2] to [−b, b] for some b > 0 would

simply amount to a rescaling of the parameters µF and µA. Thus, without loss of generality, we use the
support [−2, 2].

4Without loss of generality we take the variance to be 1, as changing the variance would simply amount
to a rescaling of the parameters µF and µA.
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decisions to respond to the initial probability and reflect strategic interactions. However, unlike

the uniform density, it involves assuming a specific functional form rather than an approximation

of a broad class of distributions. Moreover, the second-order condition of a firm’s lobbying decision

(i.e. strict concavity of the objective function) is not generally satisfied under the normal density,

which means the lobbying expenditure choice satisfying the first-order condition (12) or (13) may

not represent a unique optimum. In particular, the second-order condition requires that

µFγF
[
φ‘(P0+µF

∑
j∈F

sγFj −µA
∑
j∈A

sγAj )µFγF s
2γF−2
i −φ(P0+µF

∑
j∈F

sγFj −µA
∑
j∈A

sγAj )(γF−1)sγF−2i

]
(π∗i−πoi ) < 0

(S.2)

if firm i chooses to lobby for the policy, or

µAγA
[
−φ‘(P0+µF

∑
j∈F

sγFj −µA
∑
j∈A

sγAj )µAγAs
2γF−2
i −φ(P0+µF

∑
j∈F

sγFj −µA
∑
j∈A

sγAj )(γA−1)sγA−2i

]
(πoi−π∗i ) < 0

(S.3)

if firm i chooses to lobby against the policy, where φ denotes the standard normal probability density

function and φ‘ denotes its first derivative. While equations (S.2) and (S.3) do not generally hold,

we numerically verify that for each firm i, they are satisfied under the observed equilibrium over

all possible si choices between zero and $10 billion5, given the choices of other firms. Thus in the

particular equilibrium observed in our setting, the lobbying expenditure choice satisfying the first

order condition indeed maximizes each firm’s objective function.

Having established that the second-order condition is satisfied, we substitute the standard

normal probability density function into equations (16c) and (16d), yielding

(1− β̂1)exp(α̂1) =

√
2πe0.5(P0+µF

∑
j∈F s

1−β̂1
j −µA

∑
j∈A s

1−β̂1−β̂2
j )2

µF
, (S.4a)

(1− β̂1 − β̂2)exp(α̂1 + α̂2) =

√
2πe0.5(P0+µF

∑
j∈F s

1−β̂1
j −µA

∑
j∈A s

1−β̂1−β̂2
j )2

µA
. (S.4b)

Solving for the structural parameters and inserting them into equation (6), we find that firm

lobbying on Waxman-Markey lowered the policy’s probability from 0.55 to 0.420 under the normal

distribution.

5No firm will choose to spend more on lobbying than its absolute change in value under Waxman-Markey.
We set $10 billion as the upper limit because no firm experiences an absolute change in value greater than
this amount.
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Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure 1: Sectoral distribution for firms that gain and lose value
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Notes: Red bars shows percentage of firms that gain value in each sector. Gray bars shows percentage of
firms that lose value in each sector. 2-digit NAICS sector in parentheses.

Supplementary Figure 2: Waxman-Markey prediction market price
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Notes: Figure shows daily price for Intrade prediction market related to the Waxman-Markey bill during
the 2009-2010 period. Prices normalized such that 0.50 implies a 50% probability that the Waxman-Markey
bill will be realized by the end of 2010.
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Supplementary Tables

Supplementary Table 1: Publicly listed firms with highest spending on climate policy
lobbying

Lobbying spending on
Waxman-Markey bill

(mil. USD)
Gain or lose value?

GEN ELECTRIC 53.7 Gain
PG& E 49.66 Gain
FEDEX 35.84 Lose
BOEING 27.74 Lose
CHEVRON 18 Gain
LOCKHEED MARTIN 16.24 Gain
AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER 14.1 Lose
SOUTHERN 13.13 Gain
PRUDENTIAL FINANCIAL 12.7 Lose
BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY 12.49 Gain
BP 11.67 Gain
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 11.28 Lose
ROYAL DUTCH SHELL 11.12 Gain
NORFOLK SOUTHERN 9.94 Gain
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 9.82 Gain
MARATHON OIL 9.61 Lose
DUKE ENERGY 9.59 Lose
WAL MART STORES 9.34 Lose
MONSANTO 9.16 Gain
FORD MOTOR DEL 9.1 Lose

Notes: The top 20 publicly listed firms according to amount spent lobbying (in million USD) on the
Waxman-Markey bill from the third quarter of 2009 to the fourth quarter of 2010 (see data section of
Methods). Second column indicates whether the firm gained or lost stock value under the Waxman-Markey
bill as quantified by a prediction market event study using an aggregate market index (i.e., CAPM) to
control for normal market performance (see statistical section of Methods).
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Supplementary Table 2: Average characteristics of firms that gain and lose value

Gain Lose

Avg. lobbying expenditure (million USD) 3.25 2.97
Avg. carbon intensity (mton CO2/billion output) .39 .36
Avg. U.S. share of revenue (%) .66 .73

Number of firms 116 104
Notes: Average characteristics of firms that gain and lose value from bench-
mark sample. Lobbying and U.S. share of revenue at the firm-level. Carbon
intensity at the 3-digit NAICS level.

Supplementary Table 3: Lobbying and change in firm value

Outcome is log absolute change in firm value
(1) (2) (3)

Log lobbying spending (β0) 0.379*** 0.416*** 0.379***
(0.061) (0.068) (0.079)
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

Constant (α0) 13.790*** 13.319*** 13.790***
(0.865) (0.926) (1.110)
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

Observations 220 223 220
R-squared 0.141 0.162 0.141
Drop outliers? Yes No Yes
Standard error cluster NAICS4 NAICS4 NAICS3
Notes: Estimates of β0 and α0 from equation (3). Outcome variable is log
absolute change in firm value obtained from a prediction market event study
using an aggregate market index to control for normal market performance
(i.e., CAPM). Column 1 shows benchmark estimates which drops outliers
whose outcome is smaller than the 0.1 or larger than the 99.9 percentiles of
the empirical distribution, and has standard errors clustered at the 4-digit
NAICS level. Column 2 differs from column 1 by including outliers. Column 3
differs from column 1 by clustering standard errors at the 3-digit NAICS level.
Standard errors in parentheses. P-value from two-sided t-tests in brackets.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Supplementary Table 4: Lobbying and change in firm value: alternative normal market
controls

Outcome is log absolute change in firm value
(1) (2) (3)

Log lobbying spending (β0) 0.379*** 0.382*** 0.412***
(0.061) (0.060) (0.057)
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

Constant (α0) 13.790*** 13.747*** 13.337***
(0.865) (0.838) (0.804)
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

Observations 220 220 220
R-squared 0.141 0.138 0.164
Normal market control CAPM 10CI 15CI

Notes: Estimates of β0 and α0 from equation (3). Outcome variable is
log absolute change in firm value obtained from a prediction market event
study. For all models, outliers whose outcome is smaller than the 0.1 or
larger than the 99.9 percentiles of the empirical distribution are dropped.
Outcomes across columns differ by the set of controls for normal market per-
formance used to obtain the outcome. Outcome in column 1 obtained using
an aggregate market return index (i.e., CAPM). Outcomes in columns 2 and
3 obtained using the value-weighted returns of firms with carbon intensity
below 0.10 and 0.15 mton CO2 per billion output, respectively. Robust stan-
dard errors clustered at the 4-digit NAICS level in parentheses. P-value from
two-sided t-tests in brackets. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Supplementary Table 5: Lobbying and change in firm value for gainers and losers

Outcome is log absolute change in firm value
(1) (2) (3)

Log lobbying spending (β1) 0.492*** 0.516*** 0.492***
(0.075) (0.081) (0.106)
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

Lose × log lobbying spending (β2) -0.245** -0.216* -0.245*
(0.117) (0.123) (0.135)
[0.039] [0.081] [0.076]

Constant (α1) 12.353*** 12.046*** 12.353***
(1.058) (1.115) (1.469)
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

Lose × constant (α2) 3.158* 2.805* 3.158*
(1.597) (1.662) (1.860)
[0.052] [0.095] [0.097]

Observations 220 223 220
R-squared 0.161 0.176 0.161
Drop outliers? Yes No Yes
Standard error cluster NAICS4 NAICS4 NAICS3
Notes: Estimates of β1, β2, α1, and α2 from equation (4). Outcome variable is log
absolute change in firm value obtained from a prediction market event study using
an aggregate market index to control for normal market performance (i.e., CAPM).
Column 1 shows benchmark estimates which drops outliers whose outcome is smaller
than the 0.1 or larger than the 99.9 percentiles of the empirical distribution, and has
standard errors clustered at the 4-digit NAICS level. Column 2 differs from column
1 by including outliers. Column 3 differs from column 1 by clustering standard errors
at the 3-digit NAICS level. Standard errors in parentheses. P-value from two-sided
t-tests in brackets. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Supplementary Table 6: Lobbying and change in firm value for gainers and losers: alter-
native normal market controls

Outcome is log absolute change in firm value
(1) (2) (3)

Log lobbying spending (β1) 0.492*** 0.483*** 0.523***
(0.075) (0.076) (0.078)
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

Lose × log lobbying spending (β2) -0.245** -0.220* -0.240**
(0.117) (0.116) (0.112)
[0.039] [0.062] [0.035]

Constant (α1) 12.353*** 12.464*** 11.903***
(1.058) (1.073) (1.096)
[0.000] [0.000] [0.000]

Lose × constant (α2) 3.158* 2.810* 3.137**
(1.597) (1.586) (1.562)
[0.052] [0.080] [0.048]

Observations 220 220 220
R-squared 0.161 0.153 0.181
Normal market control CAPM 10CI 15CI
Notes: Estimates of β1, β2, α1, and α2 from equation (4). Outcome variable is log
absolute change in firm value obtained from a prediction market event study. For
all models, outliers whose outcome is smaller than the 0.1 or larger than the 99.9
percentiles of the empirical distribution are dropped. Outcomes across columns differ
by the set of controls for normal market performance used to obtain the outcome.
Outcome in column 1 obtained using an aggregate market return index (i.e., CAPM).
Outcomes in columns 2 and 3 obtained using the value-weighted returns of firms
with carbon intensity below 0.10 and 0.15 mton CO2 per billion output, respectively.
Robust standard errors clustered at the 4-digit NAICS level in parentheses. P-value
from two-sided t-tests in brackets. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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Supplementary Table 7: Calibrated parameters of theoretical model

(1) (2)
Uniform distribution Normal distribution

γF .508 .508
γA .753 .753
µF 3.4e-05 2.2e-05
µA 9.8e-07 6.2e-0.7

λ 0.422 0.420

Notes: Calibrated values for model parameters γF , γA,
µF , µA. Values in both columns obtain using statisti-
cally estimated coefficients β̂1 = 0.492, β̂2 = −0.245,
α̂1 = 12.353, and α̂2 = 3.158 from column 1 of Table
5. Column 1 uses a uniform distribution for h() in lobby-
ing aggregation equation (6) with mapping to statistical
coefficients shown in equations (S.1a) and (S.1b). Column
2 uses a normal distribution for h() in lobbying aggrega-
tion equation (6) with mapping to statistical coefficients
shown in equations (S.4a) and (S.4b). Equilibrium lob-
bying enactment probability, λ, obtained by inserting γF ,
γA, µF , µA, P0 = H−1(0.55), and observed firm lobby-
ing spending, si, into equation (6). See theory section of
Methods for details.
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